Immunity Challenge
Super Surfers

Brush up your techno skills to help you surf the web,
Get lost along the way and your points may go down instead!
**Survivor Mail**

**Immunity Challenge**

**Chem Time**

We’ll challenge your knowledge of chemistry ... To see if you were listening in class or catching some Zs!

Forget the Atoms Family and more ...

Your team’s points may be thrown out the door!

Each team will be able to use one note card!

---

**Survivor Mail**

**Immunity Challenge**

**GeoTroopers**

A wealth of knowledge of math and science Will help you earn points for your team!

If you fail to find your way around,

Winning this challenge will be but a dream!
Survivor Mail

Immunity Challenge
Trivia Time

SpongeBob and his pals may not have all the brains it will take, But if you prove your smarts, first place is what your team might rate!

Survivor Mail

Immunity Challenge
Metric Mania

Meters, liters, and grams you’ll need to know If you fail to measure up, your team’s points may be low!

Teams will be allowed to use one note card and a conversion card for the challenge.
Reward Challenge
Inspector Gadget

Tools of science, gadgets, and more ... Forget what you see and you’ll be frowning on your way out the door!

Reward Challenge
Teacher Trivia

Trivia is one of my favorite games, You’ll win this task by remembering more than just my name!
Reward Challenge
Word Whomp

Pick the letters to make 1, 2, 3 words or more
You’ll have to be quick to earn this reward!

Reward Challenge
Super Scientists

From Astronomy to Zoology, the world of science covers it all,
Know one from another and your team will have a ball!